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LAB OVERVIEW 
In this lab your team will use Azure DevOps Services to create and refine a product backlog. 

Estimated time to complete this lab: 60 minutes 

Task Execution 
As this is a team-based training course, there are a number of opportunities for team members to learn 
to collaborate more effectively. Unfortunately, there is a possibility for team members to accidentally 
impede, block, or otherwise cause unintentional conflicts. To minimize the possibility of conflicts, critical 
tasks in this course have been marked with an icon indicating who on the team should execute the task: 

 The team can self-organize and execute the task however they decide 
 Onl  
  

 Everyone on the team should execute this task 
 Everyone on the team should execute this task (working in pairs) 

Tip  tasks and ensure that they are only performed once per team. Also, 

 tasks are only performed by everyone else (not the leader). 

Teams of One 
If you are working by yourself and not on a team, make sure to perform all of the  tasks, 

and none of the  tasks. This scenario is common for students learning remotely. 
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backlog.backlog.

based training course, there are a number of opportunities for team members to learn based training course, there are a number of opportunities for team members to learn 
to collaborate more effectively. Unfortunately, there is a possibility for team members to accidentally to collaborate more effectively. Unfortunately, there is a possibility for team members to accidentally 

unintentional conflicts. To minimize the possibility of conflicts, critical unintentional conflicts. To minimize the possibility of conflicts, critical 
tasks in this course have been marked with an icon indicating who on the team should execute the task:tasks in this course have been marked with an icon indicating who on the team should execute the task:

organize and execute the task however they decideorganize and execute the task however they decide

Everyone on the team should execute this taskEveryone on the team should execute this task
Everyone on the team should execute this task (working in pairs)Everyone on the team should execute this task (working in pairs)

tasks and ensure that they are only performed once per team. Also, tasks and ensure that they are only performed once per team. Also, 

tasks are only performed by everyone else (not the leader).tasks are only performed by everyone else (not the leader).

If you are working by yourself and not on a team, make sure to perform all of the If you are working by yourself and not on a team, make sure to perform all of the 

tasks. This scenario is common for students learning remotely.. This scenario is common for students learning remotely.



EXERCISE 1  ADD DESIREMENTS TO THE PRODUCT BACKLOG 
In this exercise, your team will triage a disorganized list of items for product improvement, prioritize 
them, and then create corresponding work items in your team project. 

Task: Triage a Batch of Desirements  

each item is (user story, epic, bug, or noise). A couple of examples have been provided. 

DESIREMENT What is this? MoSCoW 

1. Back up the database every night NOISE  

2. Customer can look up television lineup online   

3. Add ability to export reports to PDF   

4. Customer can sign in using Facebook credentials   

5. Integrate with other systems   
6. Service reps can view ticket details from dashboard USER STORY  

7. Mobile technicians can locate nearest hardware store   

8. Customers with Canadian addresses not displaying properly   

9. Beat Contoso Cable   

10.   

11. Customer can sign up for emails about service outages   

12. Support phone devices for our executives   

13. Technician can report busy/late on phone   

14. Customer can become a Fan of Fabrikam Fiber on Facebook   

15. Customer can pay invoices online   

16. Improve mobile support EPIC  

17. Technician can check on parts orders on phone   

18. Technician can see service tickets on phone   

19. Customer can find the nearest Fabrikam Fiber location   

20. Customer can reschedule appointments   

21. Synchronize customer changes with our Dynamics CRM   

22. Mobile technicians can update customer contact details   

23. Reports are not working BUG  

24. Go paperless   

25. Improve customer service   

1. Working as a team, note which items in the above list are user stories, bugs, epics (really large user 
stories), or just noise. 

How many bugs did you identify? User stories? Epics? ____________________________________ 
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list of items for product improvement, prilist of items for product improvement, prioritize 

of examples have been provided.of examples have been provided.

What is this? MoSCoW

sign in using Facebook credentialssign in using Facebook credentials

Service reps can view ticket details from dashboardService reps can view ticket details from dashboard USER STORY
Mobile technicians can locate nearest hardware storeMobile technicians can locate nearest hardware store

Customers with Canadian addresses not displaying properlyCustomers with Canadian addresses not displaying properly

Customer can sign up for emails about service outagesCustomer can sign up for emails about service outages

Support phone devices for our executivesSupport phone devices for our executives

Technician can report busy/late on Technician can report busy/late on phonehone

Customer can become a Fan of Fabrikam Fiber on FacebookCustomer can become a Fan of Fabrikam Fiber on Facebook

Customer can pay invoices onlineCustomer can pay invoices online

Improve mobile support

Technician can check on Technician can check on parts orders on pparts orders on phone

Technician can see service tickets on Technician can see service tickets on pphonehone

Customer can find the nearest Fabrikam Fiber locationCustomer can find the nearest Fabrikam Fiber location

Customer can reschedule Customer can reschedule appointmentsappointments

21. Synchronize customer changes with our Dynamics CRMSynchronize customer changes with our Dynamics CRM

22.22. Mobile technicians can update customer contact detailsMobile technicians can update customer contact details

23.23. Reports are not workingReports are not working

24. Go paperlessGo paperless

25. Improve customer serviceImprove customer service

1.1. Working as a team, noteWorking as a team, note
stories), or just noise.stories), or just noise.

How many bugs did you identify? User stories? Epics? ____________________________________



Task: Use MoSCoW Method to Prioritize Items  
In this task your team will use the MoSCoW method to classify the items in your list. 

1. Elect a Product Owner. 

have the final say in the description and business value of the items in the Product Backlog, 
including the ordering of those items. 

 

2. As a team, review each user story/bug (excluding epics) and classify it as one of the  

Must have 
Should have 
Could have 
W  

Note: MoSCoW is a technique used in management, business analysis, and software development to 
reach a common understanding with stakeholders on the importance they place on the delivery of 
each item - also known as MoSCoW prioritization or MoSCoW analysis. For more information visit 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MoSCoW_method. 

s? ________________________ 

Task: Disable Other Backlogs  
In this task one member of your team will ensure that the Epics and Features backlogs are not visible. 

Who will be performing this task? ________________________________________________________ 

1. If necessary, open your browser and navigate to your team project  

2. Select  Project settings. 

3. In the Boards section, select Team configuration. 

4. On the General page, view the Backlog navigation levels settings. 

Which Backlogs are currently enabled (checked)? ________________________________________ 
 

5. Clear the checkboxes except Backlog items. 

6. Return to the team project  
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of the items in the Product Backlog, of the items in the Product Backlog, 

As a team, review each user story/bug (excluding epics) and classify it as one of the As a team, review each user story/bug (excluding epics) and classify it as one of the 

MoSCoW is a technique used in management, business analysis, and software development to MoSCoW is a technique used in management, business analysis, and software development to 
reach a common understanding with stakeholders on the importance they place on the delivery of reach a common understanding with stakeholders on the importance they place on the delivery of 

also known as MoSCoW prioritization or MoSCoW analysis.also known as MoSCoW prioritization or MoSCoW analysis. For more information visit 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MoSCoW_methodhttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MoSCoW_method..

s? ________________________s? ________________________

Disable Other Backlogs Disable Other Backlogs 
In this task one member of your team will ensure that the Epics and Features backlogs are not visible.In this task one member of your team will ensure that the Epics and Features backlogs are not visible.

Who will be performing this task? ________________________________________________________Who will be performing this task? ________________________________________________________

necessary, open your browser and navigate to your team projectnecessary, open your browser and navigate to your team project

Select ProjectProject settingssettings..

In the Boards section, select section, select Team configurationconfiguration

4.4. On the On the General page, view the page, view the Backlog navigation levels

Which Backlogs are currently Which Backlogs are currently enabled (checked)? ________________________________________

5. Clear the checkboxes except Clear the checkboxes except 

6.6. Return to the Return to the team projectteam project



Task: Create Work Items  
In this task your team will self-organize and create work items for the items you just triaged. 

1. If necessary, open your browser and navigate to your team project . 

2. From the Boards hub, go to the  Backlogs page. 
 

3. Press F5 to refresh the page. 
 

How many items does your Product Backlog currently contain? _____________________________ 

4. Divide up the items evenly amongst the team members. 

Tip: Working in pairs might be useful for this task. 

5. Skipping the Epic and Noise items, create a Product Backlog Item work item for each User Story or a 
Bug work item for each Bug accordingly. 

Enter the Title (or a shortened variation) 
Assign the work item to the Product Owner 
Select an appropriate Area 
Add a short, meaningful, creative Description 

Note: If -
 

6. As a team, review the Product Backlog to ensure accuracy. 

Rename any items to make them more clear 
All items should be in the New state 
Every item should have a non-root Area (e.g. Fabrikam\Mobile  create new areas as necessary) 
Every item should be in the root Iteration (Fabrikam) 

Note: If there are any disputes, your Product Owner has the final say 
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ust triaged.ust triaged.

..

How many items does your Product Backlog currently contain? _______________________How many items does your Product Backlog currently contain? ___________________________________

Product Backlog ItemProduct Backlog Item work item for each work item for each User Story User Story 

(or a shortened variation)(or a shortened variation)
Product OwnerProduct Owner

Add a short, meaningful, creative Add a short, meaningful, creative DescriptionDescription

As a team, review the Product Backlog to ensure accuracy.As a team, review the Product Backlog to ensure accuracy.

Rename any items to make them moreRename any items to make them more clearclear
All items should be in the NewNew statestate
Every item should have a nonEvery item should have a non-root root AreaArea (e.g. Fabrikam
Every item should be in the root Every item should be in the root IterationIteration (Fabrikam

Note: If there are any If there are any disputesdisputes, your Product Owner has the , your Product Owner has the 



EXERCISE 2   
In this exercise, your team will customize the Board by adding new columns in order to implement a 

 

For more background on this technique, read the blog post Using the Kanban Board to Implement a 
Definition of Ready at http://bit.ly/1ZLPn59.  

Task: Customize the Board 
In this task one team member will customize the Board by adding additional columns in order to 
implement the follow http://bit.ly/1TxK01e): 

Product Owner is interested 
Priority assigned
Business value assigned 
Sized 
Ready 

Who will be performing this task? ________________________________________________________ 

1. If necessary, open your browser and navigate to your team project  

2. From the Boards hub, go to the  Boards page. 
 

3. Select the Fabrikam Team Boards. 
 

If you want, you can make this board a favorite, to find it quicker the next time you are looking for a 
specific board. This may make sense to do if you are working in an environment with many teams. 

 

4. Review the items in the board. 

What are the current columns? _______________________________________________________ 

By default, the columns match to the states of the work items on the board. 

5. Click  in the upper right to configure team settings. 

6. Go to the Columns page. 
 

You should see the same four columns listed here: New, Approved, Committed, and Done. 
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by adding new columns in order to implement a by adding new columns in order to implement a 

Kanban Board to Implement a Kanban Board to Implement a 

In this task one team member will customize the Board by adding additional columns in order to In this task one team member will customize the Board by adding additional columns in order to 
http://bit.ly/1TxK01ehttp://bit.ly/1TxK01e):):

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

If necessary, open your browser and navigate to your team projectIf necessary, open your browser and navigate to your team project

hub, go to the BoardsBoards page.page.

Fabrikam Team Boards.

If you want, you can make this board aIf you want, you can make this board a favorite, to find it quicker the next time you are looking for a favorite, to find it quicker the next time you are looking for a 
specific board. This may make sense to do if you are working in an environment with many teams.specific board. This may make sense to do if you are working in an environment with many teams.

Review the items in the board.Review the items in the board.

What are the current columns? ____________________________What are the current columns? ____________________________

By default, the columns match to the states of the work items on the board.By default, the columns match to the states of the work items on the board.

5. Click in the upper right to configure in the upper right to configure 

6.6. Go to the Go to the ColumnsColumns page.page.

You should see the same four columns listed here: You should see the same four columns listed here: 



7. Click  Column. 

This will add the column to the right of New. 

8. Name the column Interesting, set the WIP limit to 0, and select the Approved state for both the Bug 
and Product Backlog Item types. 

 

9. Select the Approved column at the top and click  Column to add a new column to its left. 

10. Name the column Prioritized, set the WIP limit to 0, and ensure the Approved state is selected for 
both the Bug and Product Backlog Item types. 

 
11. Select the Approved tab and click  Column. 

12. Name the column Has Value, set the WIP limit to 0, and ensure the Approved state is selected for 
both the Bug and Product Backlog Item types. 

 
13. Select the Approved tab and click  Column. 
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ApprovedApproved state for both the Bug state for both the Bug 

ApprovedApproved column at the top and click the top and click 

Name the column Name the column PrioritizedPrioritized, set the WIP limit to , set the WIP limit to 
both the Bug and Product Backlog Item types.both the Bug and Product Backlog Item types.

Select the ApprovedApproved tab and click tab and click Column

12.12. Name Name the column the column Has ValueHas Value, set the WIP limit to 
both the Bug and Product Backlog Item types.both the Bug and Product Backlog Item types.

13. Select the Select the ApprovedApproved tab and click tab and click 



14. Name the column Sized, set the WIP limit to 0, and ensure the Approved state is selected for both 
the Bug and Product Backlog Item types. 

 
15. Select the Approved tab, rename the column to Ready, set the WIP limit to 0, and ensure the 

Approved state is selected for both the Bug and Product Backlog Item types. 

16. Select the Committed tab, rename the column to Forecasted, and set the WIP limit to 0. 
 

 
 

17. Click Save. 
 

Your customized board should now have these columns: 

New Interesting Prioritized Has Value Sized Ready Forecasted Done  

Task: Identify the Interesting Items  
 

1. If necessary, open your browser and navigate to your team project home page. 

2. From the Boards hub, go to the  Boards page, and then to the Fabrikam Team Boards. 
 

3. Press F5 to refresh the page. 
 

How many items are in the New state? _________________________________________________ 
 

4. Click  View options in the upper right and then turn Live updates on.

As you work as a team during the next few tasks, rather than pressing F5 to refresh the board 
periodically, the Live Updates feature will update your board immediately when anyone in your 
team creates, updates, or deletes a work item on the board. Behind the scenes, server-side code 
pushes content to all of the connected clients as it happens, in real-time. 

5. As a team, decide which items sound interesting, and then drag them into the Interesting column. 

Tip: Use the MoSCoW values that you came up with earlier to decide which ones are interesting. 

of the items in the columns  shortly. 

How many items are in the Interesting column now? New column? __________________________ 
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state is selected for both state is selected for both 

, and ensure the , and ensure the 
state is selected for both the Bug and Product Backlog Item types.state is selected for both the Bug and Product Backlog Item types.

set the WIP limit to set the WIP limit to 00..

board should now have these columns:

SizedSized ReadyReady ForecastedForecasted

Identify the Interesting Items Identify the Interesting Items 

If necessary, open your browser and navigate to your team projectIf necessary, open your browser and navigate to your team project home page.

hub, go to the BoardsBoards page, andpage, and then to the to the Fabrikam Team BoardsFabrikam Team Boards

to refresh the page.to refresh the page.

How many items are in the How many items are in the NewNew state? _________________________________________________state? _________________________________________________

View options in the upper right and then turn View options in the upper right and then turn 

As you work as a team during the next few tasks, rather than pressing F5 to refresh the board As you work as a team during the next few tasks, rather than pressing F5 to refresh the board 
periodically, the periodically, the Live UpdatesLive Updates feature will update your board immediately when anyone in your feature will update your board immediately when anyone in your 

m creates, updates, or deletes a work item on the board. Behind the scenes, m creates, updates, or deletes a work item on the board. Behind the scenes, 
pushes content to content to all of the connected clients as it happens, in realthe connected clients as it happens, in real

5. As a team, decide which items sound interesting, and then drag them into the As a team, decide which items sound interesting, and then drag them into the 

Tip: Use the : Use the MoSCoWMoSCoW values that you came up with earlier to decide which ones are interesting. values that you came up with earlier to decide which ones are interesting. 

of the items in the columns of the items in the columns 

How many items are in the How many items are in the 



Task: Prioritize the Interesting Items  
In this task your team will prioritize the  

1. As a team, edit  a Must, Should, Could, or  tag as appropriate. 

 

 

2. After adding the tag, drag the item to the Prioritized column. 

3. Drag one or two cards without a tag in the Interesting column. 

4. Using drag and drop, order the items within the Prioritized column so that the Must-haves are at 
the top, Should-haves are in the middle, and Could-haves are at the bottom. 

Feel free to change your mind at any time, change the tags, and the orders of the items. Just make 
sure that your Product Owner is satisfied with the order of the Product Backlog. 

Task: Style the Cards  
In this task one team member will customize the cards, displaying the Business Value field and adding 
coloring styles based on the tags. 

Tip: Have a different team member do this task than the one who customized the Board view. 

1. Click  in the upper right to configure team settings. 

2. On the Fields page, click  Field and select Business Value. 
 

 
This will cause the Business Value field to display on the PBI cards on the board. We will be assigning 
Business Value in a few moments. 
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tag as appropriatetag as appropriate

PrioritizedPrioritized column.

one or two cards without a tag in the one or two cards without a tag in the InterestInteresting column.column.

Using drag and drop, order the items within the Using drag and drop, order the items within the PrioritizedPrioritized column so that the column so that the 
haves are in the middle, and haves are in the middle, and Could-haves are at the bottom.haves are at the bottom.

r mind at any time, change the tags, and the orders of the items. Just make r mind at any time, change the tags, and the orders of the items. Just make 
sure that your Product Owner is satisfied with the order of the Product Backlog.sure that your Product Owner is satisfied with the order of the Product Backlog.

Style the Cards Style the Cards 
In this task one team member will customize the cards, displaying the BusinIn this task one team member will customize the cards, displaying the Busin
coloring styles based on the tags.coloring styles based on the tags.

: Have a different team member do this task than the one who customized the Board view.: Have a different team member do this task than the one who customized the Board view.

in the upper right to configure in the upper right to configure team settings.team settings.

On the FieldsFields page, click page, click FieldField and select and select 

This will cause the Business Value field to display on the PBI cards on the board. We will be assigning This will cause the Business Value field to display on the PBI cards on the board. We will be assigning 
Business Value in a few moments.Business Value in a few moments.



3. Go to the Bugs tab, click  Field and select Severity. 
 

Severity instead. 

4. Go to the Styles page. 

5. Click  Styling rule. 

6. Name the rule Must Have, select a bright green for the Card color, and add a rule criterion where 
Tags  Contains Must. 

 

7. Click  Styling rule and add a Should Have rule with a medium green card color and a criterion 
where Tags  Contains Should. 

8. Click  Styling rule and add a Could Have rule with a light green card color and a criterion where 
Tags  Contains Could. 
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Card color, and add a rule criterion where , and add a rule criterion where 

Styling ruleStyling rule and add a Should HaveShould Have rule with a medium green card color and a criterion 
TagsTags ContainsContains Should.

Click Styling ruleStyling rule and add a and add a CouldCould HaveHave rule with a light green card color and a criterion where 
Tags ContainsContains CouldCould..



9. Drag and drop the styles so that they are in this order: 
 

 

10. Click Save. 

Now anyone looking at the board can quickly see which items are higher priority/value: 
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Now anyone looking at the board can quickly see which items are higher priority/value:Now anyone looking at the board can quickly see which items are higher priority/value:



Task: Assign Business Value to the Prioritized Items  
In this task your team will assign  

1. Review the items on the Board. 

How many items are in the Prioritized column? How many are Bugs? ________________________ 
 

2. As a team, edit any Bug work item and set its Severity accordingly:

2 - High for Must-have PBI work items 
3 - Medium for Should-have PBI work items 
4 - Low for Could-have PBI work items 
 

Note Business Value field. Also, as of this 
writing, Severity 

appropriate. 
 

3. PBI work item and set its Business Value accordingly: 

1300 for Must-have PBI work items 
500 for Should-have PBI work items 
200 for Could-have PBI work items 
 

4. After setting the Business Value or Severity values, drag the item to the Has Value column. 

5. Leave one or two PBIs without a Business Value in the Prioritized column. 

6. Reorder the cards (work items) in the Has Value column if necessary. 
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How many items are in the Prioritized column? How many are Bugs? ________________________How many items are in the Prioritized column? How many are Bugs? ________________________

accordingly:accordingly:

Business ValueBusiness Value field. Also, as of this field. Also, as of this 

work item and set its work item and set its BBusiness Valueusiness Value accordingly:

have PBI work itemshave PBI work items
have PBI work itemshave PBI work items

have PBI work itemshave PBI work items

Business Value or SeveritySeverity values, drag the item to the values, drag the item to the 

PBIsPBIs without a without a Business ValueBusiness Value in the in the PrioritizedPrioritized

Reorder the cards (work items) in the Reorder the cards (work items) in the Has ValueHas Value column if necessary.column if necessary.



Your board might look something like this now: 
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EXERCISE 3  ESTIMATE THE PRODUCT BACKLOG 

sequence (1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, etc.). These estimates will then be saved in the Effort field of each PBI and 
Bug work item. 

Task: Perform Relative Estimation  
In this task your  

1. Review the items on the Board. 

How many items are in the Has Value column? How many are Bugs? ________________________ 

2. As a team, identi  

Note
 

3. Have someone on the team edit that work item and set its Effort to 5. 
 

 
Note: Even the Bug work item type has an Effort field. 

 
4. Have someone on the team start a 5-minute timer and begin estimating. 

You have a 5-minute timebox to estimate as many  

Starting at the top of the column, open an item and briefly discuss it with the rest of the team 
Keeping in mind that the baseline work item size is a 5, vote if this item 
or 1) or 21, or huge); huge items would need to be broken down into 
smaller items in order to be delivered in a single sprint (which is beyond the scope of this class) 
Keep discussing and voting until consensus is reached, or the group has tried for 3 times, or the 
timebox has expired 
If consensus was reached (or an average can be agreed upon), enter it into the Effort field 
Repeat until all PBI work items have been estimated or the timebox has expired 
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sequence (1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, etc.). These estimates will then be saved in the Effort field of each PBI and sequence (1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, etc.). These estimates will then be saved in the Effort field of each PBI and 

column? How many are Bugs? ________________________column? How many are Bugs? ________________________

work item and set its work item and set its Effort to 5.

: Even the Bug work item type has an Effort field.: Even the Bug work item type has an Effort field.

Have someone on the team start a 5Have someone on the team start a 5--minute timer and begin estimating.minute timer and begin estimating.

You have a 5-minute timebox to estimate as maminute timebox to estimate as ma

Starting at the Starting at the top of the column, open an item top of the column, open an item 
Keeping in mind that Keeping in mind that the baseline 
or 1or 1) or ) or 
smaller items smaller items in order to be delivered in a single sprint in order to be delivered in a single sprint 
Keep discussing and voting until consensus is reached, or the group has Keep discussing and voting until consensus is reached, or the group has 
timebox has expiredtimebox has expired
If consensus was reached (or aIf consensus was reached (or a
Repeat until all PBI work items have been estimRepeat until all PBI work items have been estim



Tip: You can use, or quickly make, Planning Poker cards. There are also free apps for your phone  
 

 

5. After setting the Effort value, drag the item to the Sized column. 

6. Leave one or two items without an Effort in the Has Value column. 

Task: Order the Product Backlog Based on ROI (optional)  
In this task your team, as directed by your Product Owner, will order the Product Backlog based on the 
Return On Investment (ROI) of each item in the Sized column. 

1. Reorder the items in the Sized column based on ROI (Business Value or Priority / Effort).
 

2. Drag all but two items from the Sized column to Ready. 

Your board might look something like this now: 
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ee apps for your phone ee apps for your phone 

value, drag the item to the value, drag the item to the SizedSized column.column.

items without an EffortEffort in the in the Has ValueHas Value column.column.

Order the Product Backlog Based on ROI (optional)Order the Product Backlog Based on ROI (optional)
team, as directed by your Product Owner, will order the Product Backlog based on the team, as directed by your Product Owner, will order the Product Backlog based on the 

Return On Investment (ROI) of each item in the Sized column.Return On Investment (ROI) of each item in the Sized column.

order the items in the order the items in the SizedSized column based on ROI (column based on ROI (Business Value

Drag all but two items from the Drag all but two items from the SizedSized column to column to ReadyReady

Your board might look something like this now:Your board might look something like this now:



3. Click View as backlog in the upper left. 

You can also get to the backlog on the Boards hub by selecting  Backlogs page. 

4. From the  menu at the top, select  Column options. 

 
5. Add, remove, and move columns until they look like this: 

 
 

You can remove the Work Item Type column because Bugs will show in red with a bug icon  
The Board Column shows the virtual board column that this item sits in 
All Assigned To fields should be set to your Product Owner 
All Approved state items should generally be ordered above New state items 
Within the Approved state, items should generally be ordered by Board Column: (1st) Ready, (2nd) 
Sized, (3rd) Has Value, (4th) Prioritized, and finally (5th) Interesting 
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page.

Add, remove, and move columns until they look like this:Add, remove, and move columns until they look like this:

You can remove the You can remove the Work Item TypeWork Item Type
The The Board ColumnBoard Column shows the virtual board column that this item sits inshows the virtual board column that this item sits in
All All Assigned ToAssigned To fields should be set to your Product Ownerfields should be set to your Product Owner
All All ApprovedApproved state items should generstate items should gener
Within the ApprovedApproved
Sized, (3rd) Has Value, (4) Has Value, (4
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